Abstract. This paper studies the theory and algorithm based on the maximum mutual information image registration, And on that basis, the paper comes up with an idea of algorithm improvement to combine the wavelet decomposition with the theory and algorithm. This paper also proves from the theory and practice that the improved algorithm is superior to maximum mutual information image registration. In this paper, we can learn that the effect of the maximum mutual information image registration based on two layers of wavelet transformation is the best of all by comparing the different experimental dates.
Introduction
Nonrigid registration is an important technique in medical image processing [1] . However, in general, it requires a large computation time, which is a big disadvantage for many clinical applications. Mutual information is a basic conception of the information theory [2] , which represents the pertinency measurement of two random variable statistics. Collignon、Wells and other experts use mutual information as the measurement of multimoding medical image registration.
When the registration of two images is processed by using mutual information as the measurement of the similarity of the two images, their corresponding image character mutual information should be the maximal if the two images shared the same structure reach the best registration. This paper presents the image registration method based on the combination of wavelet changes and mutual information and validates its efficiency and advantages through experiments.
Nonrigid Registration Method
This section describes the various components of the nonrigid registration method. The design of the algorithm is largely based on the papers by Rueckert et al., Mattes et al., and Thé venaz and Unser. The registration method uses cubic B-splines to parameterize the deformation field, and mutual information as the similarity measure. [3] In the statistics the gray scale of the corresponding pixels of the identical object is not absolute but corelative, which is the foundation of image registration based on mutual information.
The registration of the two images by using mutual information as the measurement of the similarity based on the following principle:
T maximum mutual information theory. If it is not optimal, the search for superior parameter still goes on. when searching, the process-space geometric transformation (affine)-statistics coalesce histogram(PV interpolation)-to calculate the mutual information value-to judge the optimization-is repeated continuously till the parameters which meet the precision standard are found, and finally the registration parameter is outputted.
The method of image registration based on wavelet decomposition and maximum mutual information
The principle of image registration based on wavelet decomposition
The principle that the sampling is obtained every two values is used in the wavelet filter [5] , so we suppose that the obtaine image is Rotation transformation：if T is supposed to be the rotation transformation in the original image, it transfers the image )} 2 ,
The above function shows that the rotation transformation of the two images can be transferred into the rotation registration of the approximate weight of the two images after the wavelet decomposition. At the same time the rotation angle of the two original images is equal to that of the two approximate weigh images after their decomposition. translation transformation：If T is the translation transformation, it is supposed to transform the original image
. In order to get the relations between the image that obtained by wavelet transform and low-pass filter and its approximate weight, the transformation is as follows: suppose
therefore after the wavelet transform and low-pass filter
The above function shows that the translation transformation of the two images can be transferred into the translation registration of the approximate weight of the two images after the wavelet decomposition. If the translation of the two images transformation is
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translation of the approximate weight of the two images after their separate decomposition is
The above reasoning proves that the rotation registration and the tranlation registration of two images can be transferred into the rotation registration and the tranlation registration of the approximate weight [6] of the two images after the wavelet decomposition. This way can save the calculation amount when evaluating the registration parameter. If the size of the original image is N N  and the calculation amount [7] when evaluating the registration parameter is K, in theory the size of the low frequency image after wavelet decomposition is 
The realization of registration algorithm based on wavelet decomposition and maximum mutual information
R is supposed to be the reference image and F is the image that will be registered, so the registration process is as follows:
The planar wavelet decomposition is used to decompose the image Powell algorithm, the direction acceleration method [9] , is used to evaluate whether the parameter is superior based on the maximum mutual information. If it is not superior, in each dimension Brent algorithm is used to iteratively search and estimate the registration parameter to increase the mutual information continuously [10] .
The registered parameter is
The result and analysis of the experiment
To validate the correctness of the algorithm, the right direction of the coordinate axis X is set to be positive, the downward direction of the coordinate axis Y is set to be positive, the clockwise of the rotation direction is positive. The experiment is shown in figure two, the registered image is tupian2.bmp(image A in figure 1 ), image B is obtained after tupian2.bmp translate ten units pixel and float ten units angle along the positive direction of axis X and Y through the maximum mutual information registration algorithm. t=164.4019s (t is the time that is used for registration). The process of image registration based on wavelet decomposition and maximum mutual information is the same as previous. Wavelet decomposition is applied before the image is registered. The input parameter is the same as the previous, the result is as follows after different layers of wavelet decomposition is used (the time includes the time used for wavelet decomposition Error computing: (actual value-return value) /actual value×100%, the actual value is a certain value given before registration, the return value is the absoulte value of the return value after registration, all errors are shown in Table 1 : Table 1 Figure 2 . The analysis curve of method error Through the previous results, we can see the registration introduced in the paper is far superior than the registration based on the maximum mutual information in time. According to figure 2, the combination of wavelet decomposition and maximum mutual information can control the error in certain limit and reach better registration result.
Conclusion
The theory of applying the maximum mutual information into the image registration shows the disadvantages of longer registration time and low accuracy. Based on this theory the algorithm of combining wavelet decomposition and maximum mutual information is proposed and deduced in theoretically in this paper. As the experimental datas show that the image registration algorithm based on wavelet decomposition and maximum mutual information proposed in this paper can improve the registration speed effectively and shows superior registration effect. 
